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„The success of an intervention depends on the interior condition of the intervenor."  
Bill O’Brien. Hannover Insuarance, 

 

 

SystemAwareness and MindfulPresence  and a book launch 

THE FLOW OF THE DAY 

                      Organisational Intelligence: Mindful Dialogues + Mindfulpresence+ System Awareness 
     
8.30 Arrival and Registration 
9.00 WelCome and Introduction (RÁÉ) -  

Café introduction and Guests  3’  rapid intro 
9.50 Shot film by P.Senge   
10.20 I. Cafe: What relationship do I see between Sth and SA and Mindfulness?  
10.40 I. Roundtable: Reflections ont he above questions   
11.20 II. Café: What attracts me to these themes and prtactices? 
11.40 Linda B.Sweeney, video on Systems thinking book    
12.00 A Systems games 
12.30 III. Café: What key questions are moving in me? 
12.50 Sharing and Graphic facilitation 
13.00 LUNCH 
14.00 A Sth Game 
14.15 PRAXIS: What practical applications do I see? 

Café Themes collection for  Open Space  (inc. guests inputs) 
14.30 OS Round 
15.15 Sharing and Graphic facilitation 
15.30 II. Roundtable: closing reflections with guests 
16.00 Kabat-Zin short mindfulness film and a group mindful meditation                    

 
"In order to make anything change, just create the space.That is not created by our actions but by our 

presence."   Peter Senge, MIT prof.-SoL társ-elnök  

 

Practitioners, interested perople, experts, friends and colleagues from business and education    
                                                                                  

“There is an extremely powerful force that, so far, science has not found a formal 

explanation to. It is a force that includes and governs all others, and is even 

behind any phenomenon operating in the universe and has not yet been identified 

by us. This universal force is love...When scientists looked for a unified theory of 

the universe they forgot the most powerful unseen force...Love is Light,  that 

enlightens those who give and receive it. Love is gravity, because it makes some 

people feel attracted to others. Love is power, because it multiplies the best we 

have, and allows humanity not to be extinguished in their blind selfishness. Love unfolds and reveals. For 

love we live and die. “Albert Einstein levele lányához 



 

  SoL Intézet, a magyarországi stratégiai partner. 
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